Faculty Open Letter to President Claudine Gay

Dear President Gay,

As faculty and officers of Harvard, we have been gravely concerned about the unfolding violence in Palestine and Israel over the past few days. Many of us took issue with your October 9 and October 10 statements, which reproduced the differential valuing of Israeli and Palestinian lives. We write today regarding a matter much more local and directly related to your leadership: students’ safety and wellbeing. The administration’s refusal to actively protect the free speech of Palestinian, Arab, Black, and Muslim students has had a chilling and dangerous effect across campus. Indeed, the failure to even mention the words “Palestine” or “Palestinians”—except in one passing reference to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict—or to condemn the killing of Palestinian civilians, is to willfully ignore the fact that it is Palestinian and allied students who are being targeted on our campus.

Over the last week, a number of students have been subjected to a concerted and escalating campaign of harassment, intimidation, and racist hate speech, both online and on campus. Some students have received death threats in reaction to their affiliation—perceived or real—with groups critical of Israeli policies or viewpoints. In several instances, Palestinian, Arab, Black, and Muslim students have been targeted not for any viewpoints expressed but for the very fact of being members of those communities. Large mobile screens displaying the photos and names of Harvard students and calling them “anti-Semites” circulated in Harvard Square. Photos of these displays, which The Crimson terms “doxxing trucks,” have been circulating on social media, further endangering students’ safety. Several students reported that their family members were located online and thereafter harassed and directly threatened.

Some of our students are being attacked and/or threatened on our campus and broader area and in the media even as their relatives and loved ones are being bombarded in Gaza or imprisoned in the West Bank. By now, we all know that Hamas launched its surprise attack against Israel, including the kibbutzim massacres, on October 7. Hamas’s offensive caused unjustifiable and condemnable civilian casualties. The violence did not begin then. Systemic Israeli state violence has defined Palestinian life in Israel, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip since 1948. The dispossession of Palestinian land by ever-expanding settlements, the construction of educational institutions on settlement land to solidify the occupation, the routine incarceration and killing of Palestinian protestors, the eviction of Palestinians and destruction of their homes, and the gunning down of Palestinian journalists are but a few examples. In this situation, every measure of self-defense by a people without a state or an army against a US-backed nuclear power has been subject to immediate censure. The Gaza Strip, described by Human Rights Watch as the world’s largest open-air prison, has been under Israeli blockade since 2007. Restrictions on access to food, water, medical aid, electricity, and basic life necessities have defined the everyday lives of the over 2.4 million Palestinians in Gaza, 55% of whom are children and more than 70% of whom are refugees denied the right of return to their homes. Israel waged wars on Gaza in 2008-09, 2014, 2021, and 2022, which together led to the killing of almost 4,000 Palestinians.

Yet, this moment is like no other. There has been an unprecedented loss of Palestinian, Israeli, and other lives in the last seven days. Open calls for the outright eradication of Palestinians are echoing...
in the United States and abroad. Palestinian families have been killed in their entirety in one blow. All signs indicate that this is just the beginning. As Israel continues its indiscriminate bombing of civilian spaces—homes, schools, universities, hospitals, ambulances—it has also cut off civilian infrastructures of food, water, fuel, and medicine essential for the sustenance of life. This kind of collective punishment against civilians, whom the Israeli government has long racially dehumanized and now describes as “human animals,” is illegal under international law.

For us at Harvard, too, this moment is like no other. Your presidential inauguration brought much needed hope and inspiration. We trusted your resolute commitment to inclusion, such that historically underrepresented and silenced communities might feel a greater sense of belonging at Harvard. We appreciate your October 12 video response in which you commit to free expression, acknowledge people’s pain and grief in this difficult moment, and reject hate and harassment based on identity, faith, and belief. We remain dismayed that you have not once mentioned the words “Palestinian” or “Palestine.” Your words and actions in the days to come will have a huge impact on all our students, on our campus, and indeed across the country. Publicly stating that you see our Palestinian students in their suffering and humanity can make a palpable difference.

We call on you, and the Harvard leadership, to publicly and unequivocally condemn the intimidation and harassment of Palestinian, Arab, Black, and Muslim students and other supporters of Palestinian liberation at Harvard. The leadership should denounce all forms of racism, Islamophobia, and xenophobia, including antisemitism and anti-Palestinian racism. The leadership should hold responsible all those involved in the attacks against our students and provide adequate measures to protect them. It is our collective responsibility to foster a safe environment for all Harvard students.

To add your signature: https://forms.gle/gGSQZ7e1iuZEfUVA7
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